
 

 

Arthur Miller and Katherine Hepburn both savagely critique McCarthy and HUAC for advancing 

a politics driven by sophistry, which ultimately leads to an annihilation of the self as political 

systems subsume the individual within their ideologies. Both suggest that political bodies 

routinely deploy sophistry to control the people, that, as George Orwell says, “political 

language… is designed to make lies sound truthful and murder respectable”. To remedy this, 

both offer the political force of language reconnected with the self as the means by which the 

people can resist the oppression of selfhood by political bodies. Miller examines how sophistry 

allows one to exploit the political system through his interrogation of the relationship between 

personal interest and public policy. Alongside him, Hepburn speaks out against the suppression 

of free speech by HUAC, arguing that they do so to augment their power and employing her 

own voice as a means of resisting the sophistry of political bodies.  

 

Miller’s The Crucible explores how despots and tyrants employ sophistry to attain and retain 

power. At the outset of the play Abigail and Tituba read their situation and understand the power 

of naming names, letting forth a frenzied litany of names that bear no relation to the reality we 

see on stage -  “I saw… with the Devil”- in order to both exculpate themselves and gain power. 

In doing so they set in motion the dilemma of the play- the trial and subsequent murder of 

innocents as language is deployed for self-serving purposes. As Henry Popkin tells us, ”The 

land war, the rivalry … the issue of Parris’s salary. These are the real, underlying issues”. Later, 

we see Danforth exploit this same power of language emptied of integrity, audaciously 

conflating himself with Christ - “there is a moving plot to topple Christ in the country!” - in order 

to augment his power and make himself unassailable. Against this, John Proctor stands against 

the uncertainty of sophistry; his powerful and penetrating language- “vengeance is walking 

Salem”-  is attractive and makes him Miller’s tragic hero. Proctor attacks the language of the 

court straightforwardly, outside the semantic ambiguity which political players routinely deploy: 

“There are them that will swear to anything before they’ll hang; have you never thought of that?” 

When Danforth unequivocally pronounces “a person is either with this court or he must be 

counted against it”, it his empty and self serving rhetoric which advances what we understand to 

be a false dichotomy, a logical fallacy which polarises politics against the people. Ultimately, in 

The Crucible Miller suggests that one can control others, attain political power and achieve 

private motives by first appropriating and then controlling the language of the people. 

 

The dramatic form of The Crucible explores the capacity for sophistry to be used to suppress 

individual conscience and advances the capacity for language reconnected with the self to resist 

this oppression of selfhood. Therefore, in order to resist sophistry, Miller suggests that a person 

must be able to perceive it as such. Consequently, the play is a carefully organised series of 

argument and counterargument where variations of the word ‘see’ permeate throughout; Mary 

Warren defends Elizabeth Proctor through her sight - “But I said I never see no sign you ever 

sent your spirit out to hurt”. In doing so, Millers makes the audience aware of how they 

themselves are being positioned by sophistry in particular ways to ‘see’. Miller realised that the 

greatest horror of all was ‘the notion that conscience was no longer a private matter but one of 

state administration’ (Miller Collected Plays 40).  In this he is suggesting that political authorities 

use sophistry to subsume the people within their political ideology. The importance of one’s 

“name” to resist this oppression of selfhood is represented through Proctor; it is Proctor’s call for 



 

 

his ‘name’ at the end of the play - “I have given you my soul; leave me my name”- which 

disintegrates the pattern of naming names, and stops the trials. Further, the setting of the acts 

progressively becomes more enclosed, culminating in the final jail cell. As each setting is 

enclosed by four walls they each represent the four walls of the theatre, and as such the 

audience is placed under more pressure as the play progresses. In this way the crucible of the 

play is the cell of Proctor and the crucible of the audience is the theatre, which Miller uses to 

purge political apathy out of the audience through the integrity of the language of literature. 

Ultimately, Miller’s representation of the political autocracy of Salem moves beyond Salem, and 

beyond the McCarthy hearings, speaking to all those divested of individual conscience and 

consciousness by the sophistry of political bodies and offering the salvific powers of authentic 

language. 

 

Hepburn’s 1947 Progressive Party speech directly attacks HUAC, asserting that it was 

suppressing free speech so that the political bodies of America could maintain power. 

Hepburn’s language mirrors the sincere language of the American constitution: “I speak 

because I am an American, and as an American I shall always resist any attempt at the 

abridgement of freedom”. Hepburn also employs the personal ‘you’, the collective ‘we’ and the 

distancing ‘they’ throughout her speech which implicitly signal political affiliations. By drawing on 

the language of the American constitution Hepburn positions herself and her audience as 

constitutionally American, and so in a great irony, HUAC becomes ‘un-American’. Hepburn, like 

Miller, likens the actions of HUAC to the Salem Witch Hunts - “America became great not 

because of the Salem witch hunts, but in spite of them”. However, whereas Miller employs the 

witch hunts as an allegorical representation in order to critique the actions of HUAC, Hepburn 

explicitly attacks them - ‘Blindly ignore the freedom shattering hysteria of their request’. Words 

of violence punctuate the speech, such as ‘attack’, ‘defeat’, ‘fight’ and ‘target’, all leading to the 

final analogy where Hepburn asserts that the actions of HUAC ‘can only be compared to the 

thought police of Imperial Japan’. This assertion attacks the heart of American patriotism, by 

then appealing to the American self-image as the protectors of democracy: ‘the American 

people are not so gullible… they do not take so easily to the tactics of demigods’, Hepburn 

offers the audience authority to resist the actions of HUAC. The soaring rhetoric of Hepburn’s 

speech represents the power of an individual’s voice to resist the oppression of voice, to resist 

the oppression of the freedom of speech. Hepburn’s speech attacks the sophistry of political 

bodies, but its ultimate achievement is that it performs the capacity of language to engage with 

and resist the political process. 

 


